
WPS Science Curriculum
Overview  

OpenSciEd

https://www.openscied.org/


Why OpenSciEd?

● Only resource that has 
every unit rated as high 
quality 

● Science researchers and 
educators develop, pilot 
and revise units

● Fully designed to NGSS 
● Phenomena based
● Driven by student led 

questioning, 
investigating and problem 
solving

● Teacher is learning 
facilitator not lecturer    

https://www.openscied.org/inspirational-instruction/


Let’s Peek inside an openscied classroom

https://www.openscied.org/inside-an-openscied-classroom/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74V9lBO6Lmg


Science Routines

https://www.openscied.org/openscied-instructional-model/


StorylineS (pg. 11-19)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ruDdtDv8ib7RZ24AL7o2RQEVnbnzKtz5HQibE03dKww/edit


Vocabulary 
Earned- This signifies the word is a priority word or 
concept for the unit. Students grapple with the concept of 
the new vocabulary word using descriptions of it until the 
entire class has a solid understanding of the word/concept 
then the word is formally introduced. 

Encountered- Students come across these terms/concepts but 
they are not a term/concept students need to grapple with 
for the unit. 

Reinforced- Words that students have already encountered and 
used in past units or grades. 



K-8 Curriculum 
- MS Units grade 6-8 Complete and used for 5-8 currently 

- 5/6 half year of Science (2 units)
- 7/8 whole year of Science (4 units)
- 5th grade is using 6th grade units until K-5 is published 

- We chose units using NGSS testing data and prerequisites needed for 
those units
- Example- students were scoring lower in Earth and Space Science so we were sure to 

include those. With the dependency of prior units being taught in order to access 
concepts for new units we added in the required units. 

- We then balanced out as much as we could the other major science concept areas 

- K-5 Science Curriculum
- Units for K-5 will begin to release in late 2024 with all units complete by 2026 
- Until they are released we are using Mystery Science K-4 

- Mystery Science is NGSS aligned and uses phenomena based story lines 

https://mysteryscience.com/


Questions?


